CRITERIA FOR SCORING

A. General Appearance 30 %

Individual’s Presentation 10 %
Good posture, poise, confident, well-groomed

Outfit’s Presentation, Fashion & Becomingness 15 %
Fashion is current. Color, fabric, texture & style are becoming & suited to the individual. The style is suited to the individual and the colors and textures are becoming. The outfit is appropriate for the occasion. The pattern and fabric are suited to each other. Notions are correct color and type.

Accessories 5 %
Suitable to individual and total outfit. Up-to-date. Help complete a total look.

B. Construction As It Affects Appearance 50 %

Fit 15 %
Neither too big or too small. Structural lines fall at intended places. Neckline and collar do not bind and fit closely to body. The shoulder width is correct and does not pull or sag. Bust has fashion ease and fullness comes at fullest part of bust. Darts point to body fullness and are not too long or too short. Sleeves hang smoothly and straight, do not pull, and are correct length for individual and style. Waist fits correctly for garment style and not too tight. Side seams fall straight down the center of each side. Hip area has adequate ease, without wrinkles or pulls. Hemline is even and correct length. Undergarments do not show. If pants or shorts, crotch has adequate ease and is appropriate length and fit. Lengths of pants, coat, jacket, and shirt are correct for individual and fashion.

Quality of Construction and Pressing 35 %
Construction techniques chosen are within the member’s ability and are advanced skills. Construction is of high quality according to “4-H Quality Construction Checklist”. Found at: http://georgia4h.org/documents/fashionrevuechecklist.pdf

C. Knowledge 20 %

Ability to communicate 4 %
4-H’er answers questions in a clear and complete manner.

Fabric and Fibers 4 %
Answers questions about specific fabric chosen and it’s fiber characteristics, in addition to general fabric and fiber characteristics.

Care 4 %
Discusses appropriate methods of caring for garment.

Construction Techniques 4 %
Explains how and why various construction techniques were used.

Consumer Value 4 %
Shares knowledge about consumer value of garment including: good investment of time and money, durability, and serviceability of garment.